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By Laura Dreese

On April 8, 2016, Envest expanded its geographic footprint by making a loan to a microfinance institution
(MFI) in Zimbabwe. This loan represents
Envest's first lending relationship in Africa.
The loan was made to an MFI called
Quest Financial Services, a small but ambitious microfinance organization headquartered in the capital city of Harare.
Country Background
In the 1980s, shortly after its
independence from Britain, Zimbabwe
was known as the "bread basket of Africa" and had an educational system that
was the envy of its neighbors. The situation
started to change in 2000 when President
Robert Mugabe instituted an accelerated
land redistribution program meant to
break up the largest and most productive
farms, owned mostly by white farmers,
and redistribute them to black supporters,
in order to make amends for the devastating effects of colonialism. However, the
redistribution was not happening fast
enough for some of the war veterans who
had been promised farms twenty years
earlier in exchange for fighting for Mr.
Mugabe. These war veterans started to
forcibly chase white farmers off of their
lands. Mr. Mugabe's government supported the violent takeovers, which led to

international condemnation and sanctions against the country. The new black
farmers were inexperienced and were
not given economic support by the government, nor were they trained in their
new profession. Between 1999 and
2009 the country's food production fell
by 45%.
The economy declined further
in 2008, when the government's program of printing money to make up
government deficits created hyperinflation, which reached as high as 79.6
billion percent during the month of November. As the value of their portfolios
evaporated, every one of the 309 registered microfinance institutions in Zimbabwe was forced to close.
In 2009, the government instituted a multi-currency system, wherein
nine currencies would be accepted as
legal tender. The currencies included the
US dollar, the Euro, and the South African rand. Once the new currency system
was in place, microfinance institutions
began operating again. However, due
to Zimbabwe's international reputation,
gaining access to foreign credit has
been difficult for Zimbabwean MFIs.
Despite the country's troubled
recent history, Zimbabwe remains relatively stable. The government appears
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Zimbabwe is home to
the native Shona people.
The word Zimbabwe is
derived from the Shona
words for “stone houses,”
in reference to the great
stone houses of ancient
Shona chiefs.

to have learned its lesson about printing money and began
demonetizing the Zimbabwean dollar in 2015, which was
seen as a sign of commitment to the multi-currency system.
Although the country ranks low on Transparency International's Global Corruption Barometer (a low ranking indicates more corruption), the microfinance sector strives to be
different. The elevated difficulty Zimbabwean MFIs face in
gaining access to credit has resulted in the sector placing a
strong emphasis on transparency. Presidential elections are
scheduled for 2018, at which time it is possible that Mr.
Mugabe will give up the presidency. It is expected that the
ruling party will remain in power.
The GDP per capita adjusted for purchasing
power parity in 2015, was $2,100. This places Zimbabwe
200th out of 230 countries and territories ranked. Zimbabwe is the poorest country in which Envest has a lending
position.
About Quest
Quest Financial Services was founded in 2011 for
the purpose of improving the livelihoods of poor Zimbabweans living in rural, peri-urban, and urban settings. Approximately 40% of Quest's portfolio is lent for entrepreneurial purposes, mostly tied to agriculture, whereas the
other 60% is classified as consumer lending. Consumer
lending for Quest usually means loans for school fees, funerals, or basic home improvements.
Quest partners with NGOs and aid agencies that
provide technical assistance, which facilitates lending in
rural areas. Entities such as USAID, Technoserve, and Fintrack partner with Quest to provide guidance on the agricultural productivity of certain areas in which Quest lends.
These NGOs also provide technical assistance to individual
farmers who borrow from Quest. These trained farmers
then serve as repositories of knowledge for their communities. Because Quest is a strictly financial institution, these
NGO partnerships are crucial to Quest's ability to expand
its lending in rural areas. The NGOs provide the knowledge to make educated loan decisions on agriculture in
Top: From left, Jason Peyer, Gregory Tarca and Justin Nabozna
addition to directly supporting borrower success through
pose with a Quest borrower in Bindura, Zimbabwe.
education and technical assistance. The voluntary nature of
Bottom: A Quest borrower poses by her market stall in
the assistance provided by the aid organizations allows
Bulawayo, Zimbabwe.
Quest to charge relatively low interest rates for the market
(1.5-2%/month), which is necessary when working in rural
areas.
The Pangea team's detailed notes allowed the due
diligence process to continue from Madison.
The review process
Envest requires that a representative perform a
The loan's significance
site visit as a prerequisite to lending to a new partner. For
Envest's first loan to Quest Financial Services represents
the purpose of visiting Quest, Envest worked with Pangea
more than just adding a new partner and growing Envest’s portStudent Advisors, a consulting club at Columbia Business
folio. The loan signifies Envest's commitment to being a global
School, to perform the visit. Three Columbia MBA students, fund and its willingness to consider deals off-the-beaten path
Jason Peyer, Greg Tarca, and Justin Nabozna, were asfrom mainstream microfinance investments.
signed to the project. The team worked with Jon Bishop and
For Quest, this loan represents the first loan from a
Laura Dreese at Envest to craft due diligence questions and foreign creditor. Although other Zimbabwean MFIs work with
perform an analysis of Quest. The team spent a full day at foreign creditors, the market is still poorly penetrated. Quest
Quest's office in Harare and met with Quest borrowers at a hopes that the increased lending capital and exposure that
nearby market. The team also met with other players within comes from working with Envest will allow it to grow and ultithe Zimbabwean microfinance market in order to develop mately increase its impact on the lives of thousands of lowa comprehensive understanding of the sector.
income Zimbabweans who lack access to financial services.
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Despite the strengthening trend of the
US dollar against many developing market currencies over the last two years, the demand for
loans from Envest continues to increase. Envest,
like many other microfinance investment funds,
lends to microfinance institutions (MFIs) exclusively
in US dollars. This can expose the MFI to currency
risk if the MFI lends to its end-borrowers in local
currency. The US dollar strengthened significantly
in late 2014 and throughout 2015, which caused
some of our partners who lend in local currency
to incur exchange rate related expenses. This
caused some MFIs to express reluctance to borrowing in US dollars and caused the demand for
credit from Envest to dip slightly in late 2015,
prompting an article in December 2015 newsletter on the topic.
The US dollar has stabilized in 2016,
and some currencies have gained some ground
this year. Some MFI managers are taking a waitand-see approach to taking new loans in dollars.
In countries where the US dollar is an official
currency such as Panama, Ecuador, and
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Visit to Georgian MFIs

By Jon Bishop

Zimbabwe, borrowing in dollars is obviously not
a concern. In countries with managed currencies
such as Nicaragua and Bolivia, foreign currency
loans are relatively safe because any depreciation is predictable.
In recent months there has been a considerable increase in loan requests from MFIs
with which we do not have an existing relationship. We are considering three loan requests
from MFIs in Central Asia. We have three more
requests from MFIs in Eastern Europe and Africa.
Several of these institutions are likely to be excellent candidates for lending partnerships.
There is also considerable demand for
additional loans from our existing partner MFIs.
A conservative estimate on our placement potential within our policies and guidelines among existing and probable new partners is $2 million.
This figure will grow markedly as relationships
with new partners mature. The unmet global
need for credit is enormous, and Envest is in contact with several high quality MFIs that are capable of delivering credit to where it is needed.

By Jon Bishop

Former Envest intern Lisa Fillingame
visited two microfinance institutions (MFIs) in
Georgia on January 29, 2016, on behalf of
Envest. Both MFIs cater to borrowers who have
little access to credit from formal financial
institutions. Moreover, both organizations appear to be interesting possibilities for Envest in
the future, and conversations about possible
lending relationships will continue.
Lisa interned with Envest from the fall
of 2013 through the spring of 2014. She became very familiar with microfinance and Envest's approach to it. After graduating from
the University of Wisconsin-Madison in 2014,
Lisa moved to Washington, DC to take a position with the Millennium Challenge Corporation
(MCC), a US Government aid agency that is separate from USAID and focuses on country-led development projects.
Lisa travels internationally for her job and has been sent on trips to Moldova, Indonesia,
and Georgia. While she was in Georgia, she was able to schedule an extra day to visit MFIs on
behalf of Envest. Lisa previously visited an MFI in Moldova on Envest's behalf in May 2015. Although Envest did not establish a lending relationship in Moldova, we gained valuable knowledge about the Eastern European microfinance market through Lisa's visit.
This visit to Georgia was the second time an Envest representative has visited Georgian
MFIs on our behalf. Advisory board member David Szakonyi visited four MFIs in Georgia in
2010. David had time to visit institutions outside of the capital city Tblisi, whereas Lisa’s obligations were such that only institutions in Tblisi were convenient for her to visit.
Envest’s community of board members, advisory board members, and former interns is
invaluable, as it gives us the ability to perform on-site visits to MFIs in countries that would otherwise not be possible on our operating budget. We very much appreciate Lisa’s continued dedication to Envest.

New Envest Interns

Megan Phillips is a junior pursuing a degree in Economics, Political Science
and Latin American Studies at the University of Wisconsin-Madison. She recently returned from a semester abroad in Buenos Aires, Argentina,
where she was able to live with a host family and improve her Spanish
speaking abilities. Megan is primarily interested in the intersections between
policy, economics, and the aggregate wellbeing of vulnerable populations in
Latin America, particularly focusing on gender and women's access to economic development. Megan hopes to use her internship at Envest to better
understand the world of microfinance, while simultaneously working on issues
she feels strongly about.

Mackenzie Schnell is a senior at the University of Wisconsin, pursing a BBA
and a certificate in Environmental Studies. Mackenzie is interested in the connection between business, people, and the environment. She chose to study
Operations Management and Environmental Studies in order to promote sustainability within businesses. However, she became more interested in economic development after interning with an organization focused on environmental and food justice in Madison. She believes economic development, or a
lack thereof, underlies many of our social and environmental issues. She’s
passionate about impact investing because of its potential to improve the
health of our environment and the lives of marginalized populations. She began her internship with Envest in January of 2016. She plans to work in the
impact investing or microfinance sector and travel after graduating in May of
2016.

New Envest Advisory Board Member
Read Eldred retired after a forty-year career in sales, customer service and marketing. His career was characterized by his success instigating and implementing various aspects of these disciplines. He takes
special pride in knowing that good hiring decisions were at the root of
his success. During his career, he worked exclusively for family-owned
businesses, most of them small and several of them start-ups. He
graduated from Northwestern University in 1972.
Read has travelled in West Africa as well as Central and South America, giving him the opportunity to see the economic challenges faced
by much of the world's population. Envest is an organization with an
exciting and compelling mission that presents an opportunity to participate in addressing these challenges.
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